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FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Nicholas Dingle berries. Gia Huy Do stepped on the seal before classes even started. 
Khanh Lam Do not. Khanh Do can do anything. Isabella Dolan duck! Max Dolinh 
will rent their room out to you if you ask nicely. Colin Dowling wants you to get a 
tattoo. Edward Dreher pushes Pan. Alexis Dumont Reaaaallllyyyy wants you to get 
a tattoo. My Tien Duong always won the pizza party. Isabella Eaton is eatin’ those 
Slayter tots all day. Paula Ejsmentewicz loves consonants. Hadiya El-Maraghy 
wants to go to Sheetz every Monday at 4am. Jalal Elbatal already lost their ID and 
key. Erica Elefson misses their mommy. Kyle Eller loves Helen Keller. Niomi El-
lis just really needs five minutes to chill. Mya Ellis arrived at Ellis Island a few days 
ago–congratulations! Carrie Emerman is going to pay the Bullsheet $5 just because! 
Joshua Eppenauer is an entrepreneur!  Jamie Epstein always gives 110% on group 
projects. Zarius Eusebe is just happy to be here. Alexander Everett’s mother moved 
into Pen East room 112 at Bryn Mawr in the fall of 1986. Anthony Fagiolo is a busi-
ness major at Denison University! Ross Falcon soars like an eagle. Owen Fallon is 
applying for the Bullsheet. Phoebe Ferguson for some reason has an itch to make 
moonshine. Yahir Fernandez-Alvarez plays the ukelele but tells people they can play 
guitar. Anya Ferner has an addiction to slashing tires. David Field really likes Space 
Jam but not Space Jam 2. Mia Fischel believes in the Denison Deal. Max Fishbein’s 
favorite part of the tuna is the legs. Patrick Fitzgerald does not go by Fitz. Kieran 
Fitzgerald DOES go by Fitz. Katherine Flanagan is literally addicted to Juicy Fruit 
Gum. It’s sooo good, ugh!!! Jesse Flanagan wants to be Jesse Eisenberg when they 
grow up. Nora Flanagan read Jennette McCurdy’s new memoir. Thomas Flickinger 
still runs a flickr account, and a very successful one at that. Sydney Flores is really 
excited for the new Taylor Swift album.. Nicholas Fogle wants a word with you. 
Wills Forman thinks Jesse Eisenberg’s greatest performance was as Lex Luthor jr. 
Camden French ne parle pas français. Ethan Freytag, you’re it! Jianing Fu watched 
Good Will Hunting and could not figure out the lesson… Tayler Funderburk likes 
to experiment with bugs. Leif Gajkowski always gets Good Will Hunting and Broke-
back Mountain confused. Jack Gasber has been to the Basket. William Gause always 
carries a first-aid kit. Patrick Gavin buried hidden treasure behind Smith…can you 
find it? Zooey George accidentally put their name down wrong on the registration 
form. Ana Gerhardt got lost in the bookstore at the end of the tour. Emily Gerstein 
hates the sound of the clarinet (sounds like dirt). Arnob Ghosh never says the lord’s 
name in vain. Rachel Gilio hates Matt Damon, bro. Annalise Gill is scared of what’s 
to come. Elizabeth Glinatsis has seen things no living creature was ever meant to see. 
Donovan Glisson ate DCGA’s spoiled Twizzlers and LOVED them! Madison Gold-
stein broke their finger trying to break into their own car. Jacob Goldstein speaks the 
ancient language of the trees and stones. Melissa Gomez is still on training wheels. 
Claire Gonzalez plays laser tag a lot. Maybe too much. Brianna Gonzalez spent too 
long talking to the song writing club at the activity fair. Loren Gonzalez still can’t 
find Slayter. Luis Gonzalez Cuaxico is always rolling in the deep. Anna Gooch…
damn. Evan Goodgee golly gee! Leonardo Goulart loves the creepy 
crawlies. -Staff
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WEEKS OF WELCOME

INTERESTED IN BEING HOT AND SEXY?

The Bullsheet will be accepting writer applications starting 8/29 
through 9/18. Now is your chance to become an established and 

professional reporter.  

Scan the QR code to access our application. Applications will be 
anonymous this year. Until then, we will accept student 

submissions forever and always---email those to us as well. 

- Claire,  Junior Editor

Wellness Center Rage Room: Starting on Wednesday, the new Hoaglin Wellness Center 
will have a rage room available to students to sign out thirty minutes at a time. The room 
comes equipped with old computers from the IT department, illegal air conditioners, and 
every non-deadly weapon confiscated by Campus Safety.
White Castle Drone Show: White Castle generously offered to put on a state-of-the-art 
drone show to celebrate the first week of classes. The show will start with a quick  com-
mercial followed by thirty ad-free minutes of Drone action
President Pan Filibuster: Following his speech at the Class of 2026 Induction, President 
Pan will be filibustering outside of Doane just because he wants to!
Chichella: Student performances from 2:00-6:00pm consisting of Sam Crane, Third 
Grade, Ben and Mick, CHRISTAKOS, The Roster, The Former Cuties, Runner and 
Bobby, and Forever Unknown.  For further inquiry ask the people wearing the knock-off 
Keith Haring sweatshirts.


